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1st. Virtual Café 
  of the Supreme 
 

                          
Celebrating the 07/24 as well as the 2 years of the meeting held 

at the Convention Center in the Sao Paulo''s State countryside, 

some Ladies had a virtual meeting chating about their routines 

with theCCovid-19-19 qquarantine and, mainly, about FEMALE 
SUPREMACY. 

While they sip teas, coffees and enjoyed cakes in their homes, 

they talked about one hour and a half on those topics. 

 

The opening, as always, was carried out by the Ambassador of 

the Order of Female Supremacy directly from Malaga, MADAME 
FADO, with the translation from French to Portuguese  by 
MISTRESS SOFIA ZANON as it follows: 

Hello dear friends, I speak to you as Ambassador of the Order of 

Female Supremacy. You can see through my coat, the strength 

of the "FEMALE". 
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The bull symbolizes the 

masculine strength. 

However it has a nose ring 

shaped as the FEMALE 

symbol, representing the 

role of WOMEN in taming 

the masculine force, used 

by them to dominated the 

world,  imposing the 

patriarchy values for 

centuries.  

 

So, taming the bull is imperative and must be done for the benefit 

of WOMEN and the benefit of all as well. 

The coat of arms shows in the upper area a rose and a whip, 

representing the FEMALE beauty and mildness, however, 

presenting the thorns, which should not be removed because 

when someone want to pull that rose or shatter it, the thorns will 

hurt the aggressor for sure, so it has the meaning of protection 

for WOMEN. 

The whip symbolizes training and punishment, the way to 

educate and train men. 

MADAME FADO also emphasizes that everyone should try to 

adapt these symbols in their relationships. 
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- I live in southern Spain, I am 

French and can not speak 

Portuguese. So, I will not be able 

to participate in the 

commemorative event of that 

important date, which is the 24/7, 

but I am sending my greetings to 

all of you, wishing it will be a 

useful virtual meeting where 

we´ll always remember that we 

are WOMEN and we want to be 

truly WOMEN, striving to be 

complete and strong, especially 

in difficult times. 

 

She also observed that WOMEN must practice 24/7 during all 

days of the year and not only on the very 24/7. So, this 

celebration must take place every day. We are going through 

difficult times and nothing will be the same as before the corona 

virus pandemic. 

 

Now we wear masks and practice detachment, but we thank the 

internet to make this meeting happens, even though virtually. 

HURRAH THE FEMALE SUPREMACY. Thanks to you and 

huge kiss to everyone. 
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LADY AMA stated a brief introduction on the importance of the 

meetings, looking back on the last ones and asked for good vibes 

for the parents of REGINA DI POSITANO and LADY BÁRBARA 

who are hospitalized. 

One by one, the participants talked about their routines during 

this quarantine, being remember by MADAME SARITA that 

there are already 114 days of it.  The 

consensus was that the pandemic 

has it positive side with reflections, 

such as on line courses, 

arrangements and changes on 

behavior. 

After the pronounciaments of all the 

ladies IMPERATRICE BEATRIZ 

toasted the presents with their 

delicious declamations. 

First "Loving you is a matter of minutes ... Loving ..." which can 

be read at: 

https://www.pensador.com/frase/MTUzMTgyOQ/ 

later, of her authorship “Suspiros”, available in: 

http://www.supremaciafeminina.com.br/Suspiros.pdf 

and finally, also by “Devaneios - Parte III” which can be read at: 

http://www.supremaciafeminina.com.br/DEVANEIOS3.pdf 

 

https://www.pensador.com/frase/MTUzMTgyOQ/
http://www.supremaciafeminina.com.br/Suspiros.pdf
http://www.supremaciafeminina.com.br/DEVANEIOS3.pdf
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Finally, LADY AMA 

reinforced the 

concept of 

"Egregore", where 

two or more people 

gathered with the 

same thought, 

creating a protective 

energy that 

contaminates and 

strengthens them.  

This Egregore" 

considered sum of 

and energies, meetings mental emotional so 

like this, are necessary and important to maintain the flame of the 

FEMALE FEMALE SUPREMACY. 

SENHORA SOFIA ZANON recalls that she has already composed a song 

on this theme and at the next meeting she will be able to presente it. 

At the end of the “Café Virtual das Supremas”, those present were 

welcomed and all LADIES wish for a further meeting as soon as possible. 

EDITORIAL BOARD 

 

 

 


